
Veriato User Activity 
Monitoring (UAM)
Comprehensive employee activity monitoring 
for on-site, remote and hybrid teams.



Used and Loved by Thousands of Customers In Over 35 Countries

Veriato UAM monitors user activity to provide visibility into on-site, remote, and hybrid employees, ensuring companies 

are more productive and safe.

Veriato UAM helps companies thrive in today’s complex work environment, especially in industries where managers need 

oversight over specific teams and employees and when sensitive data and IP is at stake. With powerful analytics that work 

across networks, in the cloud, and on-premise, companies gain complete visibility and understanding, ensuring maximum 

oversight and minimum risk.
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Veriato UAM continuously 

collects endpoint data 

across more than 60 

activities, including email, 

chat, application use, 

web browsing history and 

much more. This data is 

then analyzed to help 

monitor for early signs 

of cybersecurity risk, 

low productivity, lack 

of compliance or to run 

workplace investigations.

Activity Monitoring

Email & Chat 
Monitoring
Capture communications 
activity in traditional 
email platforms as well as 
many popular chat and 
messaging applications.

File & Document 
Tracking

Track activities on local, 
removable, and cloud 
storage, as well as print 
operations. See when 
files are created, edited, 
deleted, or renamed.

Web &  
Application Use

Categorize websites and 
applications. Track websites 
visited, searches conducted 
and applications used for 
each user. Block specific 
applications and websites.

Keystroke  
Logging

Record every keystroke, 
including “hidden” 
characters and 
combinations and trigger 
real-time alerts based on 
specific keywords.

Screenshots

Capture and play  
back screenshots  
as a continuous stream  
or set up activity or 
keyword triggers.



Veriato can help organizations 

maximize productivity and regain 

visibility, by identifying unproductive 

activities and proactively look for signs 

of negative sentiment, burnout and 

quiet quitting.

Understand device idle & active 

time for each team member.

Easily see your most productive 

and least productive employees 

and activities they engage in.

Assign productivity scores for 

each employee.

Customize workday settings for 

individuals or teams and define 

what productive activity means 

for your organization.

Drill down into detailed user 

activity, including applications 

used, chat, browsing history  

& much more.

Productivity Scores

Veriato analyzes user productivity by identifying productive activity, unproductive activity, neutral 

activity and idle time. Dozens of activities are monitored and categorized and everything is fully 

customizable to fit your organization’s needs.

For example, it might the marketing department’s responsibility to promote products or services on 

social media and time spent on Twitter or YouTube should be considered productive. On the other hand, 

spending hours on YouTube might not be appropriate for a member of the finance team.

Workforce Productivity



Veriato helps 

companies create 

a digital paper trail 

to ensure transparent 

and fair workplace 

investigations and 

simpler, faster audits.

Workplace Investigations & Compliance Audits

Log every action by every 
user and use the Data 
Explorer to review suspicious 
or unauthorized activity.

Track file access, external 
storage devices and more.

Streamline investigations 
by creating a digital paper 
trail, supported by activity 
records, keystroke logs and 
screen recordings.

Set up real-time alerts 
and activity reports to 
quickly notify you of 
suspicious activity.

Generate comprehensive 
reports with almost 200 
charts and templates.



Real-Time Alerts

Anomaly Alerts
Receive a notification when 
anomalous activity is detected. 
Compare to user’s own past activity, 
the group, changes in their risk score 
or behavior associated with possible 
compromised credentials.

Keyword Alerts
Easily set up alert words or keywords 
to trigger real-time notifications, 
automated reports or even 
screenshots. Organize your alert 
words into categories.

Event Alerts
Trigger an alert based on specific 
activity, like an attachment being 
sent via a person email or a website 
being visited by a user.

Veriato offers powerful 

real-time alert 

capabilities that are 

designed to be highly 

customizable while also 

avoiding alert fatigue. 

Customize frequency, 

triggers/conditions 

and even sensitivity 

for each alert. Select 

from typical event or 

keyword alerts or set 

up AI-powered anomaly 

and behavioral triggers.



Select from almost 150 charts and prebuilt 
templates.

Trigger automatic reports using alert words

Automatically deliver your report by email at  
the frequency and to the recipients you specify.

Export data for further analysis or to upload  
into another platform or dashboard.

Veriato UAM offers extensive reporting options to help companies make sense of their workforce, 

understand trends, identify top/bottom performers and conduct detailed investigations. Reports are easy 

to automate or trigger using alert words, creating digital paper trails and simplifying audits.

Reports



Deployment

Easy to implement, integrate and 

use. Veriato is built to work in the 

cloud, on-premise or in a hybrid 

configuration. No need to purchase 

new hardware, Veriato works with 

what is already in place, to be up and 

running quickly and at a lower cost. 

What’s more, Veriato’s microservices 

platform architecture offers 

unprecedented scalability and 

deployment flexibility. Select 

the elements that you want to 

implement first and set them to 

meet your needs, from custom 

alerts and reports to endpoint 

configuration. 

Built for  
flexibility

Designed to work for 

organizations of any size 

from large enterprises to 

small teams. 

Scale without 
performance impact

Can monitor tens of 

thousands of endpoints 

with little to no 

performance impact.

Flexible  
architecture

Choose from cloud, hybrid 

or on-premise  

deployment options. 

Configurable  
on-premise options
(BYODB & BYOS)
On-premise or private 

cloud customers can bring 

their own Database or 

own server.

Data centric 
architecture

Allows for new AI-based 

features to be added in 

upcoming releases including 

u language analysis using 

generative AI.



Spire Solutions  

1504, Jumeirah Business Center 3, Cluster Y - Jumeirah Lake Towers, Dubai, United Arab Emirates

Tel: +971 4 427 9940 

Email: info@spiresolutions.com

Spire Solutions is the Middle East & Africa region’s leading cybersecurity solution provider 

and value-added distributor (VAD). We are known for solving current and emerging 

challenges with exclusive distribution rights for some of the world’s best-known  

solution providers (OEMs).


